PCSD Elementary Art Activities
T
Cardboard Neighborhood
Collect toilet paper and paper towel
tubes for a few days to a week. You
might need duct tape or masking
tape for this activity. Make a
cardboard neighborhood by
reviewing the elements of art!
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Make paper cones (form) with copy paper
and attach them to the cardboard tubes.
Paint or color the tubes, one for each
color of the rainbow. Shapes for doors
and windows. Draw lines to create window
details and patterns on the roof of each
building. Now… PLAY! Grab some
figurines and pretend.
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Stamp a flower using items from your
recycling bin (Toilet tubes, bottle caps,
cups...). Dip in paint to create the outline
of each part of your flower. Color the
rest of the flower with art materials
you have at home, paints, markers,
crayons.
Plastic Bag Art
Cut shapes and strips (lines) from the
plastic bag(s). Draw or paint on the plastic
bag(s).Create texture by crumbling the
plastic bag(s).Put everything you create
from the plastic bag(s) to make a piece of
art work. Glue it down on a piece of
paper or cardboard or a plastic bag.

Recycled Tissue Box Monster
Transform an empty tissue box to create a silly
monster. Use the tissue box opening to create
a mouth that can be used to "eat" things, and
attach other found objects to construct
monster features (scales, horns, legs, etc). Add
a pop of color with paint or any drawing
materials you may have!

Try some of the fun online activities on the PCSD resource web page!

Create a drawing on a board
[cardboard is perfect] glue, tape
or just place materials on your
image to create colors, textures
and /or patterns. Take a picture
of your masterpiece before you
recycle it.
Create a mask with recycled materials
and objects around your house. You can
use a piece of cardboard or a
milk/juice/soda container and glue on
objects. Cut up cardboard/paper pieces
to create features. Once all objects
are glued on you can paint or color
with anything you have.

Create a book using recycled
items such as plastic bags,
paper, cardboard. Then add
(draw, paint, glue) pictures and
maybe words to the pages of
the book.
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Anywhere Artist by Nikki Slade Robinson
Ish by Peter Reynolds, Art by Patrick Mcdonald
Kenya's Art by Linda Trice, Art by Hazel Mitchell
ScrapKins: Junk-Rethunk: Amazing Creations You Can Make from Junk! by Brian Yanish
The Color Monster by Anna Lienas
One Plastic Bag; Isatou Ceesay and the Recycling Women of the Gambia by
Miranda Paul, Art by Elizabeth Zunon
Paper Monsters: Make Monster Collages by Oscar Sabini

